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HINGE MOMENTS DUE TO DEFLECTION
AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
By Kennith L. Goin
slMMARY
Analyses based on theoretical results of NACA Report 1041 have
made to determine the plan forms of unbalanced trailing-edge
i
flap-t~e controls having m~nimum hinge moments due to deflection
and requiring minimum work to overcome the hinge moments due to
deflection at supersonic speeds. Ratios of lift and rolling moment
to hinge moment and ratios of lift and rolling moment to deflection
.:
work at fixed values of lift and rolling effectiveness were used as
bases for the analyses.
Results of the analyses for longitudinal controls show high-
aspect-ratio untapered controls to possess maximum ratios of lift L
to hinge moment H. When low-aspect-ratio controls must be used,
however, controls with triangular plan forms and highly swept hinge
lines are shown to have higher values of L/H than untapered controls.
Ra:ios of lift to deflection work for untapered controls are in most
cases shown to be higher than those for.controls with tapered plan
forms.
On wings with sweptforwa-rdand unswept trailing edges, inversely
tapered controls with triangular plan forms of moderate or low aspect
ratio are shown to have maximum ratios of rolling moment L’ to hinge
moment H. On wings with sweptback trailing edges, maximum values of
.-
L’/H are shown for either untapered or normally tapered controls.
..__
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For any given control shape, the analysis illustrates the importance
of using small controls with high deflection~ to obtai-nlarge values
of L’/H. .
Maximum ratios of rolling moment to deflection work on wings with
Sweptfomard trailing edges are in most cases .obtaine&with..inversely
tapered controls with tri~gular plan forms.., On wings.wi$h ~w”ept
and sweptback trailing edges, the deflection work required is near
minim~ for untapered controls with spans o~:about tw6-thirds of the ““
wing semispan. Results indicate that large controls will in most
cases have higher ratios of rolling momen; to
smaller controls.
INTRODUCTION
The control forces on aircraft operating
are so high that very substantial power boo~t
deflection work than
—.
— (
at supersonic s~eds
systems are usually
required to handle the hinge moments. As an approach_to a solution
to the problem of reducing the “dizeand work requirements of boost
systems for such aircraft, theoretical analyses have been made of
the hinge moments due to deflection of unbalanced trailing-edge flap- ‘“
ty-pecontrols with plan forms varying throu”@out the range in which ““_
the control leading and trailing edges are supersonic and the control
tips are streamwise. Aeroelastic effects were not included and the
analyses, which are based on equations and charts from reference 1, -
are subject to the limitations of linearized theory.
In making the analyses, values of lift and rollir@ moment coeff’i-.
cients and parameters indicative of ratios of lift and”rolling moment
to hinge moment (FL and Fz) were calculated for a range of control
edge sweep angle was the only wing plan for mparsmeter-whichhad to,be.
specified because the loading over the portion of-a wi~ ahead of a
control is not influenced by control deflection at supersonic speeds.)
From these calculations, families of controls having fixed amounts of.
effectiveness were determined and the corres~nding pfiameters, FLl
and Fz, were plotted as functions of the va”riouscontrol plan-form
parameters. From the resulting charts, the plan forms-of controls pro-
ducing fixed amounts of lift and rolling morn@ntwith dnimum hinge
moments due to deflection were determined. Similar an%lyses were”also
made to determine the plan forms of co@rolS “requiring–minimumamounts1
plan forms on wi& having v&ious trailing edge sweep.angles. (Trailing,,
.. ..-
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.
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—
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l of work to overcome the hinge moments due to deflection. (The analyses
for deflection work are similar to analyses carried out by Jones and
Cohen for the incompressible case and presented in ref. 2.) The hinge
. moment analyses will be applicable in cases where the strength of the
actuating mechanism or the amount of torque available at the control
are the design criteria. The work analyses will be applicable when the
.
design criteria are the energy whfch must be carried for operating the
boost system or the energy which the pilot must exert in event of boost
failure.
.
Hinge moments due to angle of attack, dsmping in pitch and rolling
depend on wing plan form and to varying degrees on complete-aircraft con-
figuration and have not been included in the present analyses because the
calculations involved would have been exorbitant. The following comments
regarding these neglected hinge moments should therefore be kept in mind
in applying results of the analyses: Hinge moments due to angle of attack
and damping in pitch are of primary importance with regard to longitu-
dinal controls because hinge moments of such controls are equal to the
algebraic summatian of these hinge moments and hinge moments due to
deflection. Consequently, ccxapleteanalyses for longitudinal controls
would require, in addition to the analyses of the present paper, similar
analyses in which hinge moments due to angle of attack and.dsmping in
pitch are considered. With regard to the combined hinge moments of dif-
ferentially deflected lateral controls, hinge moments due to angle of
attack and damping in pitch are of no significance because the effects
.
on opposite ailerons cancel. “It is possible, however, that in some cases,
the hinge moments of the individual ailerons will be of more importance
s than their combined hinge moments; for instance, when the ailerons are
not interconnectedbut are actuated independently. In such cases, hinge
moments due to angle of attack and damping in pitch would have to be con-
sidered. Hinge moments due to rolling are of primary importance with
regard to lateral controls because in most cases they tend to reduce the
hinge moments due to deflection of ailerons on both wing panels. It iS
estimated for the unbalanced trailing-edge-flap type of controls con-
sidered in the present paper that hinge moments due to rolling in the.most
critical eases are not likely to reduce hinge moments due to deflection
by more than 15 or 20 percent. Hinge moments of this order sre certainly
of importance with regard to the actuation of controls but are probably
of minor importance with regard to the selection of low hinge-moment
controls. The hinge moments of longitudinal controls due to rolling
are probably of less significance because the controls are usually
located considerably nearer the axis of symmetry than lateral controls
and consequently in regions where the induced angles of attack due to
rolling are smaller.
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SYMBOLS - —
Mach number
.
dynamic pressure
angle of sweep of
angle of sweep of
angle of sweep of
wing leading edge, positivE when sweptback.
control hinge line, positive when sweptback
wing trailing edge, positive when sweptback
angle of control-surfacedeflectiorimeasured.instresmwise
direction, degrees —
maximum value of 5
tan AHL
P
wing span .-
wing aspect ratio
wing taper ratio .-
wing area .
distance from wing-root chord to inboard parting line of
control —
control span -1 ..-
tip chord of control ‘ —
root chord of control --
control-surfacetaper ratio (et/cr)
area of control surface
aspect ratio of control surface (@f)
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Ma srea moment of control about hinge axis
.
L lift induced
.
L’ moment about
H hinge moment
‘(P) hinge moment
by control deflection
wing-root chord induced by
due to control deflection
due to rolling
w work required to overcome hinge moments
tion (deflection work)
=—CL ;S
.
ch=&
P rolling rate (radians/see)
v velocity (feet/see)
pJ
m
wing-tip helix angle
Subscript:
5 denotes partial derivative of force and
with respect to b
5
control deflection
due to control deflec-
moment coefficients
The regions in which
trailing-edge controls at
of the deflected controls
controls and lying within
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ANALYSIS
.
General .. —.-. .—4
loading is influenced by the deflection of ~~““
supersonic speeds”‘hre“limit-&dto t~ s~facek ,
“and”to portion~ o~ the wi”r&s”adjacent--tothe—
the Mach cones from the contiol tips (fig. l).
Within the scope of the present paper, the lpadings i~duced by deflected “-
controls are unaffected by-wing-plan form; ..&ndthe wi~ %railing-e&e--” ~~ -
sweep angle which defines the regions of induced loadfti on the wing is~
therefore, the only wing parameter necessa~” for detefiining the .charac-
teristics of trailing-edge controls. It was-conve”niefitto-chose variou8
tan ~ —.
values of —
‘P
and for each of these vahes to vary systematically ‘
control plan form and location. The analyses, with fi–xedMach numbers ““‘“
assumed, then correspond to examinations of the effect% of control Plafi- “
form and location on the characteristicsoftiontrol s~faces on wirigs~~--,-
having various trailing-edge sweep anglesp ~-1 —- ,.—-
All calculations were made for controls”locatedon left wfng”pane~s ~~ .
so that positive (downward) control deflections would “resultin positive
rolling moments as well as-positive lift. Since posi~ive control def15C-,.
tions in all cases result in negative hinge.timents, ~ ratios of lift ~~
to hinge moment and rolling moment to hinge-moment are negative and the
functions of these ratios, FL and Fz, prG6ented in ~tiecharts, tie ‘-
also negative. These ratios and functions me discuss~d”throughoutthe , .-
report in terms of absolute magnitude; that is, the moat negative values
are referred to as maximum.
The parameters used as bases for comp&son in th& analyses’-for ‘:’
determining maximum ratios of lift and rolling moment ‘;ohinge ma&nt ~ere’” ‘
()FL = ~b COSA~ ~ ()
.. .. .-.—
and Fz
.
=~cosA~~. The ~ and cosA~ te~~ ..
-.
were included in the parameters FL and Fz””in order to avoid con- --- ‘
sidering Mach number as an independent varialjlein tlx-calculations,
When these parameters are used, Mach
as part of the plan--formp-ameters
untapered plan forms); consequently,
variations in Mach number correspond
and/or 13Af. A li=sr dimension was
number”e“nterstk.-calculationsonIy ‘“
tan A= tanA~ :.
~; ~’ and ‘Af (‘or
for a~”-given control plan form,
,tan Am tan Am
to variations in .: ~ ,
6’:”
needed”to make th6”parameter F~ -
J-l
nondimensional and the b term was included tn FL f=r this Purpose. “ “-.
-.’
.-
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.
In using the parameters FL and Fz as bases for comparison in
determining the plan forms and locations of controls having maximum
ratios of lift ad rolling moment to hinge moment, the effects of the
cos AHL term in the parameters FL and Fz must be considered.
Because of the cos ~ term, it is possible that values of FL (for
instance) for one value of Am may be higher than values for some
higher absolute value of Am, whereas tk value
value of ~L is less. This can be illustrated
of L/H for the lower
as follows:
(1)
(The subscript 1 refers to conditions corresponding to some arbitrary
value of ~ and subscript 2 refers to some other arbitrary value
of ~L). In order to make proper comparisons of various control plan
forms, it is necessary to
plan form. In such cases
equation (1) reduces to:
assme a fixed Mach number and a fixed wing
values of ~ and b will be constant and
(la)
It can be seen that although FL2 may be less than FL1, it is possible~
depending on the ratios of the functions and the cos & terms, for
()
L to be greater than ()
L
R2 R 1“
Since the hinge line sweep parameter
tan ~
used in defining control plan form in the present paper is a =
!3’
it is convenient for future reference to rewrite equation (la) in terms
of a:
(a2=(3,2@2$ (lb)
.
The psmmeters FL and FZ sre also convenient for use in the
analyses of controls on the basis of minimum deflection work. This can
—
8be shown as follows:
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(2)
where
~aq~~
F force on control, +.= ~ --
s deflection of point on control at”which cen%er of loading –
lies, 25 .
57.3 COSAm
z distance from hinge axis to center of loading on control, ‘
measured normal to hinge axis
and subscript 1 denotes maximum displacement.
Rewriting equation (2)
~aqCh6
I
51
w=
57.3 COB Am
8 db
Integrating and reducing:
blH1 - .
w=
57*3 x2 cos ~L
Rearranging equation (2b)
2cost@w
HI =
% :.
57.3
—
(2a)
.-
..- ..-.
..-.
. ..
. (2b)
When the value of hinge moment Hl from equation (3) is substituted in
equations
()
FL=~bCOS~~
()
and FZ = P cos ~ ~ , the parameters “FL
% ~b L andand F2, in terms of deflection work become:” FL = — — –
57.3 2 w
–—L–, — ,.
.
.
.
—
.-
.-
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.
FZ = % f3L’
m2T” FYom these definitions it can be seen &t in cases
. where comparisons me made of controls at equal deflections,” maximum
values of FL and Fz will correspond to maximum values of L/W and
L’/W, with ~ and b assumed to be fixed. When comparisons are made
of controls at different deflections, however, this will not necessarily
be true and the eff6cts of the 51 term in FL and Fz will have to
be taken into account.
Longitudinal Controls
In the analyses for longitudinal controls, controls located at the
inbosrd, midspan, and tip positions on the wings were included. Fig-,
ure 2 illustrates these positions together with the limiting Mach line
locations for each position. As shown in figure 2 for tip controls
considered in the present paper, the Mach lines from the control root
chords did not cross either the wing rmt chords or the wing tips. For
midspan controls, the Mach lines from the controls did not cross the
wing root chords or the wing tips and the Mach lines from the control
root chords did not cross the control tips. For inboard controls, the
Mach lines from the control tips did not cross either the wing root or
wing tip chords and the Mach lines from the control root chords did
not cross the control tips. It will be noted that the present paper
includes results for controls having root chords coincident with the
wing root chords, whereas the data presented in reference 1 are limited
.
to controls for which the innermost Mach lines do not cross the wing
root chords. To obtain the characteristics of controls located adjacent
to the wing root chords, reflection planes, which would be expected to
approximate the effects of fuselages in practice, were assumed to be
located at the wing root chords; loading parmneters for the inboard
conical flow regions of these controls were obtained from figure 7 of
reference 1.
In the analyses, a range of control shapes and sizes capable of
CL~producing a fixed lift-coefficient slope of
— =.0.0001 was determined
A
fOr each control position. Values of the par~eter FL were ~lcfiated
for these controls and me presented in figure 3 as functions of the
various control plan-form parameters. The sketches at the right of the
charts illustrate the hinge line and.trailing-edge sweep angles corre-
sponding to the various curves in the accompanying chsrts when ~ is
equal to 1.0 (M = @ and are intended only as an aid in orienting the
reader.
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Although the value of the lift-coefficient slope used in the calcula-
(
CL5
““)
.-
tions for the charts of figure 3 ~ = 0.0001 is quite arbitrary, these
charts have a wide range of applic-ation.becade for a given control shape
and wing the value of CL6fA is directly proportional;~o the square of
the control span and the value of Lfi is inversely p~oportional to the
control span. By use of such proportions, the followi~ equations for.
extending the data of figure 3 to include other values ‘oflift coeffi-
cient slope are simply derived:
(4)
(5)
CL%
The subscript O refers to conditions when ~ . 0.0001.and sub-
script 1 refers to similar conditions for other arbitrsry values
of CL6/A.
From equations (3) and (5), the equation for the ratio of lift to
deflection work at values of CLb/A other tlian0.0001 becomes;
(i),=(30--- (6)
Lateral Controls —
Limitations of analyses.- In order to obtain some indication of ths
limitations of the analyses for lateral controls, resulting frcm the
neglect of hinge moments due to rolling motions, sample calculations
have been made for the steady rolling condition in whi~~ the wing damp~n~ -
moment is equal in.magnitude to the rolling ,rnomentinduced by aileron
deflection.
—
—
—
.—
Figure 4 presents theoretical ratios of hinge moment due to rolling
to hinge moment due to aileron deflection, calculated by use of equations
,,
—
.
,
*
r
—
—
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from references 3 and 4, for 600 delta wings with aileron controls
comprising various amounts of the wi~ tips. These configurations were
chosen because the theoretical unit damping forces on such ailerons are
unusually high (especiallywhen the control spans are relatively small
and the wing leading edges are subsonic) and hinge moments of such
ailerons due to damping will therefore approach maximum values. For the
configurations to be applicable in the present analysis (for unbalanced
trailing-edge flap-type controls), it was necessary to assume the
ailerons to be hinged about their leading edges, which coincide with
the wing leading edges. Although these particular configurations are
not of practical interest, they will probably give a reasonable indica-
tion of the maximum hinge moments due to rolling which might be obtained.
The data of figure 4 indicate that hinge moments due to rolling are
quite sizeable and at first increase rapidly with control size. The
rate of increase diminishes as the control size is increased, however,
and the data appear to indicate that for extremely large controls, the
ratio of hinge moment due to rolling to hinge moment due to deflection
will approach a value equal to or slightly greater than O.~. For con-
trols comprising 10 to 15 percent of the wing area, ‘whichmight be
considered to be near the upper limit of the prac-ticalrange for this
type of control, it is shown that hinge moments due to rolling will
cancel out about 1/3 of the hinge moment due to deflection. Remembering
that the data of figure 4 are for the steady-roll condition, this value
. of 1/3 is probably a great deal higher than that which could be counted
on in practice. Because of aircraft inertia, the rate of roll at the
time the control reaches maxhnum deflection will be considerably less
- than the steady-roll rate. On the basis of time histories presented in
references 5 and 6 a rate of 1/2 the steady roll rate would seem to be
more nearly of the right order, in which case the hinge moment due to
rolling would balance out only about 1/6 of the hinge moment due to
.-
deflection. It would thus appear that the analysis would not be seriously
limited because of neglecting hinge moments due to rolling. Although
comparisons of ratios of rolling moment to hinge moment due only to
deflection might in some cases result in erroneous conclusions regsmiing
the more desirable control, this will only happen when the ratios L’/H
for the controls being compared are near equal. It should be remembered
that the present analysis considers only unbalanced trailing-edge flap-
type controls and that all-movable or balanced flap-t~e controls would
require an entirely different analyses.
Method of analysis.- In the analyses for lateral controls it was
not possible to treat control size and control location in the general
manner used for longitudinal controls;
.
consequently, the analyses are
considerably more detailed than were those for longitudinal controls. H.
. It would seem probable that controls located at the wing tips would
in all cases have higher ratios of rolling moment to hinge moment and
.
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rolling moment to deflection work because of ‘theirgrea”terdistance from
the roll axis. Lift and hinge moment vary with locati=n, however~ and
it is therefore necessary to determine whether this is true. In order
to do this, the effects of spanwise location on the values of I’z have
been calculated for a systematic range of control plan”-forms,and results
of these calculations are presented in figure 5 where Fz is plotted
against 2yf/b. The range of plan forms considered is indicated by the
sketches at the right of the charts of figure 5 where the hinge line and
trailing edge sweep angles are shown for @ = 1.0 (M =“’@). The most “_
inboard control locations for which results me presented in figure 5
are such that the innermost Mach lines from the controls pass through
the points-of intersection of the wing-root chords and the wing trailing
edges. The most outboard locations are such that the tip chords ofthe
controls and of the wings are coincident, as shown i“nf~gure 2 for longi-
tudinal controls. An examination of figure 5 reveals t&at in most cases
controls located at the wing tips.have higher (more negative) values
of Fz than do the same controls when located fsrther inboard. In the
few cases for which this is not true (on wings having sweptback traili~
edges, figs. 5(d) and 5(e)), the advantages of slightly inboard locations
are not large and it was therefore concluded that it would be sufficient
in the present analysis to consider only controls located at the wing
tips.. It must be cautioned, however, that tip controls on wings with
sweptback trailing edges will in some cases have considerably less effec-
tiveness than controlslocated farther inboard, particularly in the tran-
sonic speed range (ref. 7j. It should “ZQsobe pointed out that, for
some wing configurations,aeroelastic and viscous effects, which have
not been considered in this analysis, might outweigh the advantages of
tip location for the controls.
Figure 6 presents the results of calculationsmade to determine the
values of C16/A and Fz for a range of control plan forms located at
tan @
the tips of wings having various ratios of. .: ~ . ~ use of the da~
.
presented in figure 6, it was possible to pwwe the ch~~s Of f%we 7.
which show the variation of the parameter FZ ;with con%rol plan-form
parameters for controls which produce various fixed amounts of rolling
c%= —moment. Values of — 0.0002, 0.000J+,and 0.0006 were chosen as
A
representative. As in figures 3, 5, and 6 the sketches at the right of
‘thecharts illustrate the hinge line and trailing-edge sweep angles in
the accompanying charts when P is equal to 1.0 (M = ~). It shouldbe
pointed out that, although tip chord was.use.d””todefine control plan form
l
in figures 5 and 6 for reas”onsof conveniencein the ne~essary computa-
tions, aspect ratio has been used in the analysis charts of figure 7
because of its greater significance.
.—
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussion of the analysis charts for”longitudinal and lateral
controls (figs. 3 and 7) will each be divided into two parts. The first
part of the discussion for longitudinal controls will deal with controls
having maximum ratios of lift to hinge moment and the second part will
deal with controls having maximum ratios of lift to deflection work.
The division for lateral controls will he similar.
Ratios of Lift to Hinge Moment
General.- It will be noticed that little data
figure 3 for low-aspect-ratio inboard.controls and
midspan and tip controls on wings having sweptback
are presented in
for low-aspect-ratio
trailing edges. This
lack of data results from the limiting Mach line locations which are
shown in figure 2 and have been ~reviously discussed.
Effects of spanwise location.- From a comparison of the curves in
the charts for the inboard position with those for the midspan position,
it can be seen that in no case does an inboard control have a greater
value of FL than does a midspan control having the same plan form.
This result might be expected since inboard controls have been assumed
to be located adjacent to reflection planes and any portion of the
.
loading normally carried by the adjacent wing which is reflected back
onto the control would increase the hinge moment and probably result in
lower values of L/H. It should be pointed out, however, that for high-
aspect-ratio untapered controls and for inversely tappred controls having
small root chords, the adverse effects of the reflection planes are not
largei
In the charts for the midspan and tip-control positions, it will be
noticed that, if values of PAf less than 1.0 (which seem impractically
small) are neglected, the nmximum value of FL shown on each curve
occurs at the maximum value of ~Af. From a comparison of the curves for
the midspan and tip positions, <t can be seen that values of FL at the
maximum values of ~Af, on corresponding curves, are in all cases for
the midspan position equal to or higher than those for the tip position.
One other general group of controls which should be discussed is
full-span controls. The loading of a full-span control having a~ r
particular shape would be obtained by assuming a reflection plane to be
located adjacent to the root chord of a tip control havi~ the same plan
form and making a corresponding correction to the loading of the tip
% control. Since comparisons of inboard and midspan control positions
have indicated that reflection planes, if having any effect, decrease
.
14
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the values of L/H, full-span controls would
of L/H equal to or less than those for tip
NACA RM L51F19
be expected to have values
controls. —.
It thus appears that values of L/H for midspan controls will
always be equal to or higher than those for.similar controls at other
locations. Consequently, the analysis for determining the plan forms
of controls having maximum values of L/H will be limited to the cons-
ideration of controls located at midspan Positions. ..
Untapered controls.- The charts for midspan controls show maximum
values of FL in most cases for-untapered controls having”values of
pAf equal to 8.o (the upper limit of the calculations). The curves
for untapered controls, if extended to higher aspect ratios) would be
expected to show still higher values of FL-’because the lift has been
fixed, and higher aspect-ratio controls would necessegily have smaller
chords and, consequently> smaller moment arms and hinge moments. It
therefore appears that maximum values of L/H will be obtained by use
of very ~gh-aspect-ratio untapered controls: In practice, however, it
will not in most cases be possible to obtain sufficient lift by use of
extremely high-aspect-ratiocontrols. Whenthe lift requirements,a,re-.
sufficiently high to require the use of moderate- and low-aspect-ratio
controls, the data of figure 3 show that untapered con$rols will ~rob-..
ably not have maximum values of..L/H.
Tapered controls.- In the c~rts of figure 3, the msximum aspect
ratios shown for tapered controls, represented by points farthest to
the right, are the ~imum aspect-ratios possible for the Particular
combination of:hinge line and trailing-edge sweep and consequently
represent triangular control plan forms. !theonly exceptions are the
curves for a = 0.80 in figure 3“(e)where the aspect ratio corre-
sponding to triangular controls is beyond the range of the cal-culation=.
It should be pointed out, as previously mentioned, that in comParing
controls having various hinge-line sweep angles to determine which sweep
angle gives the maximum values of L/H, comparisonsmust be made on the
—
h’L —
basis of
,---.—
rather than simply FL as plotted “infig~e 3. When
cog +L
tan Am
a, that is , is equal to zero,
P
Cos ~L is eq~L to 1.0 and -
FL
_ is eaual to FT. With increases in the absolute value of a,
Cos Jk
however, cos ~L
comparisons on the
FL —.
decreases and increases. Consequently,
cos AHL
basis of L/H must be made by shifting the curves
,
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for finite values of a down, the amount to depend on the value of a
and Mach number since cos An =
qh
.
The charts for the midspan control positions in figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show that tapered controls having maximum values of L/H, for
use on wings with sweptforward trailing edges, will have inversely
tapered triangular plan forms with highly sweptforward hinge lines
(a = -0.~). The data for the sweptforward trailing-edge case
(fig. 3(b)) can be used to illustrate the effeet of the cos A~” term
in tke parameter FL. It can be seen that the value of the parameter
‘L
is greater for the untapered control (a = -0.~) having 13Af= 8.o than
for the inversely tapered control having a = -0.95 and ~Af = 3.6. It
can be shown by use of equation l(b), howevery that at Mach nubers
greater than 1.29 the effect of the cos ~ terms is such that the
inversely tapered control has the higher value of L/H.
Figure 3(c) shows that, for wings having unswept trailing edges,
the plan forms of tapered controls having maximum values of L/H are .
triangular in shape and have highly swept tinge lines. The figure shows
identical values of L/H for normally and inversely taPered controls.
For wings having sweptback trailing edges, maximum values of L/H
sre shown for controls with triangular plan forms of normal taper. It
will be-interesting to note that ratios of L/H for the more desirable
tapered and untapered controls located at the midspan position are not
a west deal larger than ratios of L/H for controls having the same
plan forms but located at the tip or inboard Positions=
Without knowing the wing geometry, the maxh?nnncontrol span which
may be used, the Mach number, and the required value of C!Lb/A it iS
not possible to specify when tapered controls will have higher values
of L/H than untapered controls. When these parameters are known, how-
ever, it will be quite simple, by use of the charts of figure 3, to
determine whether untapered or tapered controls will provide greater
values of L/H. With the insertion in equation (4) of the maximum con-
trol span which may be used (2bf/b)l and the required value of (CL,/A)~
a value of 2bf/b corresponding to the lift-coefficient slope of fig-
(
CL~
ure 3
)
= 0.0001 will be obtained.
T
The value of L/H, indicated by
the appropriate chart of figure 3 for an untapered control having this
value of 2bf/b, can then be compared with values of L/H for tapered
controls having this span or smaller spans and smaller aspect ratios.
NACA RM L’j1F19
Ratios of Lift to Deflection Work #_—
4
Effects of spanwise location.- In determining control locations fo> ~ - . ~
which ratios of lift to deflection work are maximum, the procedure is
the same as in the case where hinge moment is the criterion. This is
true because comparisons are made between controls of.anstant shape and
constant CLb/A, in which cases maximum values of FL””correspond to
maximum values of both L/H and L/W. The conclusions regarding control
locations for maximum values of L/W would therefore k the same as those
..-
regarding control locations for maximum values of L/H; that is, values
of L/W for controls located in midspan pos~tions will always be equal
to or higher than values for similar controls at other locations.
Effects of control plan form.- In determining con-trolplan forms
for maximum ratios of lift to deflection woT~j the use of the ch&ts o~
figure 3 is considerablymore simple than was the case in the analysis
dealing with hinge moment because comparison are made_on the basis of”
FL
FL
rather than .
cos Aa”
All the charts for the midspan control”~osition in figure 3 s“how
mSXimum values of FL> and therefore maximum ratios of lift to deflec-
tion work, for untapered conlzrolewith values of ~Af”~8.0. Since “
values of L/W would increase with increasing values of ~Af, as dis-–
cussed in the section dealing with hinge moment, it is concluded that
untapered controls of maximum aspect ratio will have maximum values
of L/W. (It is of interest to note that this conclusion is simtlar to
a result obtained in the analysis for the incompressible case of refer-
ence 2 wherein it is stated that flaps should be of almost constant
chord and should be as”long and narrow as compatible with structural
and other design considerations.) It must be remembered, however, that
values of PAf above 8.o would correspond to impractically high aspect
ratios at relatively low supersonic Mach numbers.
It might be well to note that the advantages of untapered con~~oli
over tapered controls decrease as the wing trailing-edge sweep (either
sweepforward or sweepback) is increased. Also, the effects of control””
location are relatively small for the high-tikpect-rati~untapered
controls.
Effects of control size.- The effect of–control sfze on the value
of L/W can be readily determined from equation (6). ~For a given amount
of required lift and a-given control
slopes are inversely proportional to
can be rewritten:
shape, control lift-coefficient
—
control “deflection,and equation (6)
.
. . ...——
3L
*
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(6a)
It canbe seen from equation 6(a) that the ratio of lift to deflection
work for controls of similar shape is proportional.to the square root
of lift-coefficient slope; also to the square root of control ~ea
since CL~ is directly proportional to control area.
Ratios of Rolling Moment to Hinge Moment
Effects of control size.- From a comparison of the charts for the
three-values of CZb/A, it will be seen that the ratios of rolling
moment to hinge moment increase with decreasing values of CZb/A and,
consequently, with decreasing control size. This is a logical result
because the ratio of rolling moment to hinge moment is essentially a
ratio of moment srms, and the ratio of moment arms increases as the size
of a control of given shape decreases. This result is significant
because it indicates that control hinge moments can be appreciably
reduced by using smaller controls and larger deflections.
Untapered controls---The curves for untapered controls in figure 7
show that the rate of increase in Fz with control aspect ratio
increases quite rapidly as the value of cz# decreases with the
consequence that high-aspect-r~tio untapered controls compare favorably
with the tapered controls at 3= ().()W2. This trend appears to
A
indicate that untapered controls will have higher ratios of rolling
moment to hinge moment than tapered controls when the rolling require-
ments sre sufficiently low (values of CZ8/A )somewhat less than 0.0002 .
The aspect ratios at which maximum values of L’/E occur for
cz~
untapered controls with - = 0.0002 are beyond the range of the calcu-
cl~
A
lations. For — = 0.0004 and 0.0006, however, untapered controls
A
having maximum values of L’/H me shown to have spans roughly between
60 and 80 percent of the semispan of wings having unswept and sweptback
trailing edges, regardless of the value of BAf. Controls having spans
between @ and 80 percent of the wing semispan are also shown to have
maximum values of L’/H on wings having sweptforward trailing edges if
. values of ~Af less than 4 are neglected. It thus appears that span is
.
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the important parameter for defimir@ the plan”forms of ’untaperedcontrols
having maximum values of L’/H, except possibly for witis having swept- ,: ~
forward trailing edges. —
The indication that span is the important parameter can be somewhat
substantiatedby means of plane geometry if it is assu&d that the con-
trols are uniformly loaded and that no loads--a-ecaicri~ on the wi~””
(making it possible “towork with simple area moments). It can be shown_ -.
that, for any erbitrary rolling moment, the ratio of rolling moment to
hinge moment for a control located at the wing tip incrkases with control ““”‘“”
span until it reaches a maximum value when the control span Is two-thirds
of the wing semispan. It seems logical that this type ‘Ofanalysis would
be applicable, except for low-aspect-ratiocoatrols or low Mach numbers
in which cases the conical-flow regions are quite large and cannot be
neglected.
.
Tapered controls - sweptforward trailin& edges.- F&ures 7(a) r
and 71b) show that on wings having swe~tforws.rdtrailing edges, inversely ~,
tapered controls having triangular plan forms; and hig~y sweptforward .
hinge lines (a = -0.97) will in practically all cases p=ovide maximum
values of L’/H.
Tapered controls —trailing edges unswept.- The data in the chart .._ _
c2&
for — = 0.0002 in fig&e 7(c) show considerably gre~ter values of Fz
A
for high-aspect-ratiountapered controls than :foithe tqpered controls ., :.
(a = kO.6). At Mach numbers greater than 1.91, however, the no=llY
and inversely tapered triangular controls both have higher ratios of
rolling moment to hinge moment than does the”l@tapered c“ontrolof
0.65b/2 span (see eq. l(b)). On the basis of figure 7(c), it wouldbe
expected that triangular plan.forms havi~-abso~ute valfiesof a greater ‘““~
than 0.6 would have higher values of L’/H than untaper.edcontrols of
0.65b/2 span at Mach numbers considerably less than 1.91. It is there-
cz~ .—
fore concluded that for — = 0.0002 and at-moderate and high Mach
A
nwbers, maximum values of L’/H will be obtainedby use of triangular “--
—
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plan fo&s and highly swept hi&e lines. Although normally tapered
triangular plariforms have somewhat higher vaiues of L!/H “than do -
inver=ely _t&peredtriangular plan form~, it is probable.that, because
of structural considerations of the supporting:wings, the inversely
tapered controls will be more practical when the hinge lines are highly ‘“
f-2~
swept. The data in the charts for — = 0.00~4 and 0.0w6, although —
A
showing very little difference in values of ~i for controls having
-
—
hinge lines sweptforward and sweptback (a = 0.6 and -0.6), indicate b:
.
—
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maximum values
plan forms and
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of L‘/H for inversely tapered controls having triangular
highly sweptforward hinge lines.
Tapered controls, trailing edges swept back.- For wings having
sweptback trailing edges, figures 7(d) --and 7(e), in general, show maxi-
mum values of L’/H for normally tapered controls (a = 0.8). Since the
effects of normal taper on the area distribution of controls is such that
reduced values of L’/H would be ordinarily expected, it seems probable
that the advantage of normally tapered controls results from their larger
regions of conical flow. The importance of such regions can be surmised
c2~
from the charts for ~ = 0.0004 and 0.0006, where optimum values of
~Af are near the minimum values shown on the curves. (The minimum
values shown on these curves, as throughout figure 7, are near the values
at which the Mach cones from the inboard-control psrting lines intersect
the control tips, corresponding to comparatively large regions of conical
flow.) Going frcxnminimum to maximum values of ~Af, the charts for
%5
—= 0.0002 show that values of L’/H for normally tapered controls
A
first increase to maximum values and then decrease. Because the areas
of the conical-flow regions decrease consistently with increasing con-
trol aspect ratio, there is evidently some parameter more important than
the sreas of the conical-flow regions which causes values of L’/H to
increase as values of BAf are increased. This parsmeter is probably
control-area distribution because it has been shown for untapered con-
trols that increased values of L’/H can be obtained by increasing the
aspect ratios and spans of controls having spans of less than about two-
thirds of the wing semispan. Figures 7(d) and 7(e), therefore, appear
to indicate that plan forms of tapered controls on wings having swept-
back trailing edges, for which maximum values of L’/H exist, are
dependent on the interrelated parameters, control-area distribution and
conical-flow area, and cannot be generally spcified.
As a matter of practical interest, it should be mentioned that dif-
ferences between the hinge-line (a = 0.8) and trailing-edge sweep angles
corresponding to the Mach number range between 1.3 anl 2.5 are roughly
between 15° and 19° in figures 7(d) and between 7° and 8° in figure 7(e).
These differential angles sre sizeable, and it is probable that on wings
having relatively small differences between the leading and trailing-edge
sweep angles, smaller differences will be of more practical interest. If
somewhat smaller differences are considered, corresponding to values of a
tan ~
which are nesrer to values of $ , figures 7(d) and 7(e) indicate
that advantages of tapered controls over untapered controls will, in
cz~l general, be relatively small and at values of ~ = 0.0002 will prob-
ably be nonexistent.
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Ratios of Rolling Moment to Deflection Work .
In using the charts of figure 7 to de&&mine the plan forms of
controls having maximum ratios of rolling moment to deflection work at , -“ “ ~
a given value of CZb/A, the VariOUS curves are compared directly (on
—
the basis of Fz).: For controls having different valu.s of Clb/A,
however, maximum values of Fz will not necessarily correspond to maxi-
mum values of L’/W (since different control deflections will be required
to produce a fixed rolling moment) and comparisons of:such controls must ,, .
therefore be made on the basis of values of Fz/51 rather than Fz.
Effects of control plan form.- With the exception of figure 7(a),
cl~
all the data for = 0.0002 in figure 7 show maxim& values of L’/W
T .-
for high-aspect-ratiountapered controls. In figure 7~a), higher values
of L’/W are shown for inversely tapered triangular controls with highly
swept hinge lines. The data for the three values of C!Zb/A in fig-
ure 7(a) appear to indicate, however, that high-aspect-ratiountapered
control plan forms will have maximum values of L’/W at values of C18/A
somewhat less than 0.0002. It might therefo.gebe conc&d,ed that for “
sufficiently small controls, maximum values of L’/W will in all cases
be obtained by use of high-aspect-ratiountapered plan forms. The spans
of untapered.controls for maximum values of L’/W, as discussed.for maXi- ., ___
mum values of L’/H, would.probably be of the order of..two-thirdsof the
wing semispan. ,. .—
c?.
For controls having values of ~ = 0.0004 and 0.0~6~ the data
of f@ures 7(a) and 7(b) for wings with sweptforward trailing edges show ,.
maximum values of L’/W for inversely tapered controls @ing triangular
plan forms. For wings having unswept trailing edges, ihe effects @ plan
form on values of L’/W are shown in figure,7(c)to be relatively small.
Untapered controls with spans of about two-thirds of ~x wing semisyan%
however, are shown to have values of L’/W which sre~qual to or greater
than those for other control plan forms. Figures 7(d) and 7(e) show maxi-
mum values of L’/W on wings having sweptback trailing edges for.normallY
tapered controls with values of PAf between 3 and 5. As mentioned in
the analysis dealing with hinge moments, the differences between hinge-
line and trailing-edge sweep angles for the gormally tapered controls of
figures 7(d) and 7(e) will for many applications be impractically high;
tan ~
and for controls having values of a near values Of ——, which are
-P
probably of more prabtical interest, the data indicate that values of
L’/W would be little if any higher than those for unt@ered controls
with spans of about two-thirds of the wing semispan. _
.
— ...
—
-
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. For purposes of comparison, it is of interest at “thispoint to note
the results obtained in the analysis of plan form for the incompressible
case (ref. 2). These results are: The shape of ailerons for minimum
deflection work is of maximum width near the wing tip and has a slight
convex curvature as it tapers to zero chord at the center of the wing
(somewhat similar to the sweptforward trailing-edge case of the present
analysis). Partial span ailerons should be sections of these shapes
and should include the regions of maximum chord. The ailerons should
be as long and narrow as compatible with structural and other design
considerations.
Effects of control size.- In using the data for the different values
of CZ6/A in figure 7 to determine effects of control size on the value
of L’/W, it was necessary to use a fixed value of C7/A as a basis for
cl
comparison because of the b term in Fz. A value of ~ = 0.0006 was
arbitrarily chosen for which values of 51 = 3, 1;, and 1 are required,
cz~
respectively, for controls with values of — = 0.0002, 0.0004, and
A
and 0.0006. The comparisons were then made by dividing values of Fz
from the various charts by corresponding values of 8. Results of the
comparisons for control plan forms previously discussed as having higher
values of L’/W are presented in the following table:
tan ~ 2bf
~ L’ at ~:
——
~Af
2W A
Figure B a T
0.0002 0.0004 0.0006
7(a) -0.6Q -0.95 5.7 varied 11.3 13.2 13.6
7(b) -.40 -.95 3.6 varied 8.8 10.7 1s.3
7(c) o 0 varied 0.65 8.0 8.0
7(d) .40 .40 varied .60 8.8 ::;
7(e) .&l .&l varied .65 -?:: 10.9 10.6
The data in the above table show that for wings having sweptforward
trailing edges, there are appreciable increases in values L’/W with
increasing size of inversely tapered controls. For wings having unswept
and sweptback trailing edges, little effect of the size of untapered
controls on values of L’/W is shown. It would thus appear, especially
when the relieving effect of hinge moments due to rolling are considered,
that larger controls would in most cases have somewhat higher ratios of
rolling moment to deflection work than would smaller controls.
—
—-
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VARIATIONS WITH MACE NUMBER OF TEI-CHARACTER~STICSOF
.
EXAMPIJZLATERAL CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS
.
Conditions .
Specifications.- It is very difficult from the aiidysis cti-rttior “
figure 7 to visualize the characteristicsof lateral”fiontrolsurfaces
on aircraft operating over a speed range. In order b illustrate the
variation with Mach number of the characteristics of some of the control
plan forms which have been shown to be desirable, some example calcula.
tions have been made. The specificationsused for the calculations sre
as follows: Wings having spans of 38 feet are to.be equipped with
aileron controls capable”of producing roll~ng rates or ~.O radians pe~ ~
second while operating at Mach numbers up @ 2.25 at altitudes of —
40,000 feet. Wings are to have trailing-edge sweep a~gles of -20°, 0°,
and 35° with other plan-form variables unsp~cified. Combined deflec-
tions of ailerons on opposite wing panels are not to exceed 30°.
Determining values of cl~/A required.,-In figure 8 are presented, .k
as a function of Mach number, wing-tip helix angles ~~/2V corresponding””
to the above specified conditions of’wing span, rate of roll, and altf.-
tude. In order to determine the rolling mcmientsreqtired to produce
.-
these wing-tip helix angles, it is necessary to know the wing damping--””‘“ - ~
moment coefficients. Figure-9 presents the “theoreticaldsmping-moment , .,. _“
coefficients for a broad range of wing plari~orms and~ach numbers
.-
obtained by use of charts presented in references k and 8. In order to ““ “-”‘*
calculate the required rolling moments witho-ptfixing.wing plan fo~s~-
it was necessary to make the simplifying ass-imptionthat damping-moment
coefficients do not change with Mach number;”and figure 10 has been ““ ,“ “ _
prepared for the purpose of exSmining such.ah assumption. Figure 10
shows that damping coefficients of highly swept wings~are relatively
independent of Mach number and that damping-coefficientsof high-aspect- ‘ ~
ratio wings are influenced to a.greater extent by Mach-nuniberthan the
damping coefficients.of low-aspect-ratiowings. From-figure 10 it can”
be seen that results obtained in the present”paper by assuming fixed
damping-moment coefficients will he diredlj”applicabre to moderate anti ~~ .:““”“.
low-aspect-ratiowings having highly swept leading e~es.
Rolling-moment”coefficients correspbn~ng to the wing-tip helix ‘“ L ...
angle of figure 8 and to fixed dam.ping-momelitcoefficientswhich were __ ,
considered to be representative, on the basis of’figure 9, are presented .
in figure 11. To determine rolling-moment-coefficient-slopes corre- .. .. –. _ x
spending to the values of C1/A presented in figure 11, it is only
necessary to divide the values of C~/A by 30°. To provide a more ‘ .
practical example, however, some consideration shouldle given to the
-
.
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. effects of wing thickness, nonlinearities of control effectiveness with
control deflection, and wing flexibility, which are known to result in
actual values of control effectiveness which are considerably less than
. theoretical. It was shown by the illustrative example of reference 1
that, when an approximate thickness correction was applied, the effec-
tiveness of a control on a 5-percent-thick wing was reduced to about
80 percent of that predictedby theory. On the basis of this example,
and making an arbitrary allowance for nonlinearities, it was assumed
that the effectiveness of controls on rigid wings would be 60 percent
of that predicted by theory. It was further assumed, quite arbitrarily,
that the effectiveness of controls on flexible wings would be &l percent
of that for controls on rigid wings and, consequently, 36 percent of
theoretical. Estimated .valuesof C16/A necessary to produce the
required values of Ct/A (fig. 11) were obtained by use of the preceding
ass~tions and are presented in figure 12.
Control plan fo.ms.- Rolling-moment-coefficientslopes and ratios
of rolling moment to hinge moment were calculated through a Mach number
range for several control plan forms on wings having trailing-edge sweep
angles of”.20°, 0°, and 35° and having damping-moment coefficients -CZp/A
of 0.08 (chosen as a mean value from fig. 9). For each configuration,
calculations were made for untapered control plan forms having spans of
approximately ~, 65, and &l percent of the wing semispan and for tapered
control plan forms having various hinge-line sweep angles. Calculations
of L’/H were also made for representative control plan forms on wings
having unswept trailing edges and having damping coefficients -CZp/A
of O.O3, 0.08, and 0.14. Results of the latter calculations were also
used to illustrate the effects of control plan form and size on ratios
of rolling moment to deflection work.
m
As
control
moments
sary to
Results of L’/H Computations
can be seen in the charts for CZE/A of figure 13, all of.the
plan forms, for which results are presented, provide rolling
equal to or greater than those which were estimated to be neces-
meet the required specifications (fig. 12).
Untapered controls.- Maximum values of L’/H for untapered controls
are shown in figure13 for controls having spans of about 65 percent of
the wing semispan except at low Mach numbers on wings having trailing
edge sweep angles of -20°. In this case, the control having a span of
x percent of the wing semispan provides slightly higher values of L’/H.
These results illustrate the previously discussed conclusion that
untapered control plan forms for maximum values of L’/H have spans of
. about 2/3 of the wing semispan except in cases of low control aspect
ratios or low Mach numbers. It might be well to point out that the
*
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.
-() 4advantage ‘f ‘k ; : r)– -span flaps over the 1/2 and – – -span flaps is52
small. If compared with flaps having s~ans.of lessrt@n
than #&), 2b
()
.-
however, the advantage of the – – -span flaps32
to be greater.
I.twill be-noticed in figure 13 that the values gf
1f’)or greater?5
would be”exmcted
L’/H for
untapered controls increase as the controls me ewept either forward or ~~
back. This-result is probably-due to the fact-that the center”of loading”
of the control, which remains near the same chordwlse location regardless
of sweep, is nearer the hinge line when the control is swept than when it
is unswept. The.above speculation can be Sdmewhat substantiatedbecause ,,
it can be shown that, by dividing the values of L’/H shown for the
unswept “caseby appropriate cm ~ terms, values of L’/H for the
swept controls can be roughly approximated. Thus the.values of L’/H
for the sweptback trailing edge are greater:thanthose for the swept-
forward trailing edge principally.because of the greater sweep rather
than the direction of sweep. .,
Tapered controls.- For wings having trailing-edge sweep angles
of -200 and Oo (fig. 13), consistent increa8es in the-values of ~’/H .
with Am are shown at any given Mach number. At the maximum design
Mach number of 2.25, inversely tapered.controlshavi~ hinge lines swept-””
forwsrd 600 provide values of L’/H roughly ~0 perceiitgreater than
2bf
those shown for untapered controls with — =
b
0.65. At lower-Mach
numbers, a still greater advantage is shom_”for the inversely tapered
controls. Simply stated, this means that the inversely tapered controls
require at most only about two-thirds of the hinge moment required,by
untapered controls to produce the required.~ollingmoments.
..-
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For wings having sweptback trailing e-es, the t+pered-controlplan
forms which are shown in figure 13 were chosen by fixing the hinge-line
sweep angles at @o and 45° (believed to be ‘practicalvalues for - _ “~
—
%!E;EY50) andl-1’ingfi~e7 toestimate ~ge”more de=irablea’pect ;. -
Results presented in figure 13 show that .ratiosof .L’/H for
the tapered controls are so?g.ewhatgreater than for untapered controls .-
at the lower Mach”numbers but sllghtly less--atthe higher Mach numbers.
Figure 13 indicates that greater values of ,L’/H cc@d probably be
obtained to substantially high Mach numberd”’withtapered controls if a___ .—
considerably greater amount of hinge-line Sweep were iised. Aside ”from
being structurally impractical, it would app”earfrom figure.13 that such ,, -- ____
controls would have an extremely high rate+of decrease in the values
of L~/H with Mach number.
-..
—
.
.
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Effect of varying dsmping coefficients.-
control plan forms for maximum values of
25
Because figure 7 indicates
L’/H vary somewhat with
the amount of rolling moment required, rolling moment and ratio of
.
rolling moment to hinge moment have been calculated for exsmple con-
trols on wings having unswept trailing edges and having damping-moment
coefficients *Zp/A of 0.03, 0.08, and 0.14. For each dsmping-moment
coefficient, calculations were made for untapered controls having spans
of approximately 65 percent of the wing semisp& and for inversely
tapered triangular controls having hinge lines swept forward 600. Results
of these calculations are presented in figure 14.
It will be noted in figure 14 that data are p~esented for inversely
tapered triangular controls at Mach numbers for which the hinge lines
are swept behind the Mach lines (indicated by dashed lines). These data
were obtained by use of equations presented in reference 3 and are of
particular interest because they show that this type of control, which”
has been shown to have high values of L’/H at the higher Mach numbers,
produces satisfactory rolling moments and increasing values of L’/H
as the Mach number i’sdecreased.
It can be seen in figure 14 that the ratios of rolling moment to
hinge moment increase very rapidly as control size (with constant span
for untapered controls) is decreased. This illustrates, as did fig-
ure 7, the advantage of using small controls aridmaximum practical
. deflections.
Figure 14 also shows that the
control over the untapered control
rolling-moment requirements until,
-Czp
— = 0.03, the untapered control
A
advantage of the inversely tapered
decreases steadily with decreasing ,
for rolling moments corresponding to
has a higher value of L’/H at a
Mach number of 2.25. It might be pointed out, however, that
control in this case has the very high, and perhaps somewhat
aspect ratio of 16.5.
Results of L’/W Computations
the untapeked
impractical,
In order to illustrate some effects of control plan form and size
on the ratios of rolling moment to deflection work, sample calculations
were made for the controls shown in figure 14. It was assumed for the
calculations that the rolling requirements of the controls were the same
as in the previous examples and that the wing dsmping-moment coeffi-
cient -CZPIA was 0.03. The upper chart of figure la presents the
theoretical rolling-moment requirements for an assumed practical control
.
effectiveness 36 percent of theoretical. (It should be mentioned that
. .
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the deflections neceesary to produce the required rollihg moments vary .
considerably with Mach number, as well as with contiol ‘size,because of
varying values of CZ6/A.) The lower chart of figure ~ presents the _ —
ratios of rolling moment to deflection work required to produce this
. -
rolling moment. -.T-—.
The data of figure 15 for the untapered,controls ~lustrate the ~.
previously discussed conclusion regarding the.effect o~control size; “ “-”
that is, for controls having spans of about two-thirds bf the wing —
semispan, ratios of rolling moment to deflection work are not appreci- ““-
ably influenced by control size. In consideration of h~”~e moments due
to rolling, however, it is probable that maximum values-~of
..
L’/W Will
.
in practice be obtained by use of the larger controls.
.-
The data of figure 15 for the inversely tapered controls show
s$zeable increases in values of L’/W with control size. Similar
results for this type of control on wings having sweptforward trailing -
edges, as previously mentioned, were indicated by the analysis charts.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS —
Theoretical analyses have been made to determine the plan forms of
unbalanced trailing-edge flap-type controls luivingminimum hinge moments
due to deflection and requiring minimum work to overcome the hinge
moments due to deflection at supersonic speeds. Ratios._oflift and._.
rolling moment to hinge moment and ratios of lift and rolling moment to
deflection work at fixed values of lift--androlling effectiveness were
used as bases for the analyses. Hinge moments due to angle of attack,
damping in pitch and rolling, which sre dependent on wing plan form and
to varying degrees on complete aircraft confi@ration, %ave not been
included in the present analyses and-will have to be taken Into account
in applying results of these analyses to any particular wing.
Results of the analyses are summarized in table I=nd are as follow:
For longitudinal controls, maximum ratios of lift to hinge moment
(L/H) are obtained with untapered controls of maximum aspect ratio. In ““
practice it will in maw cases not be possible to obtain sufficient lift
with high-aspect-ratio controls; and when moderate and low-aspect-ratio
controls must be used, controls with triangular plan forms and highly
swept hinge lines will have higher values of ‘L/H than untapered con-
trols. The plan forms of triangular controls:havingmtiimum values .. . ..
of L/H are inversely tapered for wings with sweptforward trailing edges
and are normally tapered for wings with sweptback trailing edges. ,On
wings with unswept trailing edges, direction of hinge-line sweep is of .“ ‘._
—
—
—
—
.
—
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.
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.—
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.
little importance. For control plqn forms having maximum values of L/H,
control location is of little tiportance.
Maximum ratios of lift to deflection work are shown for untapered
controls of high aspect ratio. In contrast with the results regarding
hinge moment, untapered controls require less deflection work than
tapered controls when the lift requirements are such that controls of
moderate, and in some cases low, aspect ratio must be used.
For any given control shape the analysis for lateral controls
illustrates the importance of using small controls with high deflections
in obtaining maximum ratios of rolling moment to hinge moment (L’/H).
Control plan form, although secondary to control size, is also shown to
be quite important. For wings having sweptforward or unswept trailing
edges, inversely tapered controls having triangular plan forms and highly
sweptforward hinge lines are shown to have maximum values of L’/H. For
wings having sweptback trailing edges, control plan forms for maximum
values of L’/H are dependent on the particular requirements and cannot
be generally specified. Results indicate, however, that for such wings,
little can be gained in practice by tapering the control. The spans of
untapered controls having maximum values of L’/H are shown in most
cases to be of’the order of two-thirds of the wing semispan.
When the rolling requirements are low enough to permit the use of
very small controls, maximum ratios of rolling moment to deflection
work (L’/W) are in all cases indicated for untapered controls of high
aspect ratio. When more conventional control sizes are necesssry,
maximum values of L’/W on wings with sweptforward trailing edges.are
shown for inversely tapered controls with triangular plan forms. On
wings with unswept and sweptback trailing edges, effects of hinge-line
sweep are not of especial importance; and considering the more practical
configurations, untapered controls with spans of about two-thirds of the
wing semispan ‘areindicated to have nesr maxtium values of L’/W. Effects
of control size on values of L’/W for these untapered controls are shown
to be negligible. For the inversely tapered controls on wings with swept-
forward trailing edges, however, values of L’/W are shown to increase
appreciably with control size. Since hinge moments due to rolling
increase with control size, it would thus appear
would in most cases require less
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee
Langley Field, Va.
deflection work
for Aeronautics
that large controls
than smaller controls.
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